EDUCATION GROWTH IN 2017

S

cripps Oceanography remains a world-class
institution thanks to the instruction and
mentorship provided by its stellar faculty. Scripps
welcomed four new faculty this year, including
several with joint appointments in other UC San
Diego departments, bridging Scripps science with
humanities, health sciences, engineering, and more.

NEW MAJOR OFFERED TO
UNDERGRADUATES
This year, Scripps Oceanography began offering an
undergraduate degree in oceanic and atmospheric
sciences, the fourth undergraduate degree
administered through Scripps. Students pursuing
a bachelor’s degree in the new major will develop

an understanding of the fundamental physics and
chemistry governing the ocean and atmosphere.
The major is distinctive because of its breadth
and the ways it gives undergraduate students
unprecedented access to resources at Scripps.
“With the launch of this major, Scripps hopes to
forge a new path for undergraduate oceanographic
education,” said oceanographer Daniel Rudnick, one
of the professors who led the effort to implement
the new major.
In total, Scripps serves more than 4,000
undergraduates in 74 courses taught across UC San
Diego.

EDUCATION

Education offerings at Scripps Oceanography continued to
expand throughout the 2016-17 academic year to meet the
needs of a growing student population. Scripps students,
whether enrolled in a doctoral, master’s, or undergraduate
program, are among the best and brightest and represent
the future of earth, ocean, and atmospheric science.

SCRIPPS STUDENT RECOGNIZED FOR
INNOVATIVE RESEARCH ON WHALE BEHAVIOR
Eric Keen, a recent graduate student at Scripps Oceanography,
was selected as the 22nd recipient of the Edward A. Frieman Prize

SCRIPPS STUDENT RECEIVES SWITZER
ENVIRONMENTAL FELLOWSHIP

for Excellence in Graduate Student Research. The Frieman Prize is
awarded annually to a Scripps graduate student who has excelled in
his or her research field, as measured
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change issues, and provides critical leadership
training,” said Gallo.
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